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This monthly newsletter is for young people who are interested in nature and in birds. Teachers or parents,
please pass on (by e-mail or printing) to those who may be interested. Please feel free to share it with others
who may enjoy reading it.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS BIRD?
The MALACHITE KINGFISHER is a magnificently coloured
bird usually found perched on reeds or branches over slowmoving water of freshwater vleis, lakes, streams and rivers. The
underparts and face are rufous (reddish brown) in colour, but,
when the bird flies, what really strikes you is the metallic bright
blue of its feathers. It flies very fast, its wings a blur, low over
the water when disturbed.
Why are these birds called Malachite Kingfishers? They might
not look green (the colour of the mineral malachite) at first
glance, but if you look at the top of the head, you will see the
most beautiful blend of blue, green, and black feathers which
glisten in the sun just like the precious mineral.
Zoë Lunau-Johns took this photograph
at Intaka Island in April

A Malachite Kingfisher dives into the water to catch its food
with its long, stabbing orange-red bill — mostly small fish but
also tadpoles, shrimps and beetles.

A kingfisher has excellent eyesight. Before it dives into the water it will either sit on its perch or hover above
the water with its body absolutely still, bobbing only its head backwards and forwards to gauge the exact
position of a fish. Upon spotting prey, it performs a vertical headfirst dive to ensure its spear-like beak is the
first thing to enter the water. After a successful catch the kingfisher emerges with its prey in its beak and flies
back to its perch. It will then wriggle the fish about until it is held by its tail, before bashing it against the
perch several times to kill it. The kingfisher then turns the fish around to position it lengthways and swallows
it head first.
Male and female Malachite Kingfishers are very small (around 13 cm in length) but they defend their territory
fiercely. They usually live alone, except during the breeding season. Then together, male and female, use
their bills to dig a tunnel in a sandy river bank. The nesting chamber in which the female lays three to six eggs
is at the back end of the tunnel. Both parents sit on the eggs until they hatch after about 15 days. It is hard to
keep the tunnel nests clean and they soon become dirty and smelly in the breeding season. This keeps away
predators, but means the parent birds have to wash often! Chicks leave the nest after about 24 days. They
can fish for themselves within a week after fledging. About 13 days after they have left the nest, the adults
chase them off. The young birds have black bills which slowly change colour to orange-red as they mature.
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BIRDS’ FEET
Last month we looked at the shapes of bills and beaks and this month we look at the shapes of birds’ feet.
Just as birds’ bills or beaks differ from one species to another depending on the kind of life the birds lead
and the type of food they eat, birds’ feet are also shaped and their toes are placed to suit their way of life.
Birds walk on their toes. Most have four toes. Some, however, such as some of the plovers have only three
toes. The ostrich is the only bird in the world that has just two toes! Not all birds’ feet fit into these
categories, and some birds’ feet are used for multiple purposes. The best way to see how a bird uses its feet
is to watch it!

Feet work
like ...

Description

How they help the bird get food

Walkers

They allow the bird to walk on flat ground
Feet have widespread toes.
and are large and wide enough to provide
The feet are larger than
stability. These birds, like pigeons and
those of clingers.
doves, mostly peck for food on the ground.

Clingers

Songbirds, like Cape RobinChats, are perching birds
and have four bendable
toes, three toes pointing
forward and one pointing
backward.

They grip tightly onto tree branches, cones
and flower heads while they look for food
such as berries, seeds and nectar. When
they are sleeping, their toes ‘lock’ around
the branch they are perching on.

Paddles

Waterbirds, like ducks,
have webbing (skin)
between their toes. Coots
and grebes have partial
webbing or lobes between
their toes.

These swimming feet allow aquatic (water)
birds to paddle themselves through water
so they can find and catch their food.

Raptors like hawks, eagles
and owls have strong
Vice-Grips muscular toes with long
sharp claws (talons)

Their feet are grasping feet. The claws are
used to catch their prey and then crush it
and carry it away. They also grip their prey
in their claws while they tear into the meat
with their beaks.

Climbers

Tree climbing birds like
woodpeckers have feet
with two toes facing
forwards and two facing
backwards (called
zygodactyl feet).

Birds, like herons have long,
skinny legs with long wideLong toes spread toes. The extra-long
toes of jacanas allow them
to walk on waterlily leaves.
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They allow these birds to easily move up
and down tree trunks and branches as they
search for places to peck for food in the
crevices in the bark.
(*see page 3)

Wading birds mostly have these long toes
which spread their weight over a large area
and allow them to wade in water and also
prevent them from sinking into mud.

Photos are meant to be shared—so share! Please send
us a photo you have taken of anything to do with nature
(scenery, wild animals, birds, flowers, and conservation
groups in action.)
Photos may be taken with a camera or cell phone.
Maximum size 1 MB.
We would love to publish some of your contributions! Tell
us what it is and where you took it.

Zoë Lunau-Johns took these beautiful photographs recently.
Thank you so much for sharing them with us, Zoë.
Male with red on
its head

This is a White-winged Tern
(Witvlerksterretjie). Unlike
most terns which are found
along seashores or in tidal lagoons, this tern is a freshwater
tern which frequents inland
dams and pans.

Zoë took these photos of the Olive
Woodpecker pair in Kirstenbosch
Gardens at the well-known area called
The Dell, where they have been making
their nesting hole in the trunk. In the
photo above, she has very clearly
captured the zygodactyl feet— two toes
forward and two toes backward—to
help it climb trees. Also notice the stiff
tail with spikes that dig into the bark, so
that the tail acts like the third leg of a
tripod to keep the bird firmly anchored
as it hammers and chips away the wood
with its sharp chisel bill. *Read about

White-winged Terns fly slowly
over the water to surface-pick
items and catch insects in flight.
Zoë took this photo in March at
Paarl Bird Sanctuary. She has
captured the reflection so well!
The bird is showing its breeding
colours just before it started its
migration to Europe where it
will breed in the northern hemisphere summer. Usually in
South Africa they are in nonbreeding plumage and their
bodies are white.

1.

2.

3.

birds’ feet on page 2.

This photograph shows Mrs Olive
Woodpecker peeping from the
nesting hole that is being chiselled
out. She is clearing her hole of wood
chips. We know she is the female as
she has no red on her head.

We hope that many readers of
Birding Buzz will consider taking part in
the Aristea Primary School Quiz on Saturday
morning 15th May! Your parents and teachers have all
been sent information about this quiz. It will cater for all
levels of birders —beginners, intermediate birders and also
those who are experts. Questions will be in English AND
Afrikaans. A list of birds on which the quiz questions for the
beginners will be based has been provided so you can do some
preparation beforehand!
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Always send any photographs, comments or suggestions to us at the
following:
CAPE BIRD CLUB
chairman@capebirdclub.org.za
Or WhatsApp Mobile:
084 803 9987
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